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ILS Toolbar for Word 

 

 

 
 

 

InterActive Legal provides the ILS toolbar for the convenience of our customers.  You do not have to use the 

ILS toolbar to edit your documents after they are assembled by our system.  Your assembled documents are 

standard word processing documents and can be saved to any directory in your system and modified.  The 

ILS toolbar gives ILS subscribers an easy and convenient way to access formatting tools within Word.  Each 

option on the ILS toolbar is described in detail below. 

 

 

Spacing Options 

 

 

  

 

The style and spacing buttons are a unique proprietary tool from InterActive Legalsuite.  These buttons 

utilize InterActive Legalsuite custom style sheets to provide a quick and easy way to reformat your document 

spacing, font and numbering system.  These buttons are designed to work with InterActive Legalsuite 

document structures. Changing your document formatting utilizing the toolbar spacing buttons only affects 

how the document looks and it will not change the document content.  The style and spacing buttons provide 

users with a safe tool to change the document formatting. 

 

Please Note:  InterActive Legal subscribers can customize their style sheets to reformat their wills and trusts 

to their desired style.   Subscribers must attend ILS103 Basic Customization of Profiles and Styles Sheets 

before attempting customization.   

 

Spacing Options Numbering System Levels of Spacing Font 

Legal Legal numbering (1, 1.1, 1.1.1, etc.) Single, 1.5 & Double Times New Roman 

Standard Standard numbering (I, A, 1, a, etc.) Single, 1.5 & Double Times New Roman 

Custom Standard numbering (I, A, 1, a, etc.) Single, 1.5 & Double Arial 
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Views, Formatting and Cleaning 

 

 

 

 
 

When you enable the Document Map, Word displays a pane on the left side of the screen showing an 

outline of your document.  Clicking a particular heading in the Document Map moves the cursor to that 

heading.  To close the Document Map, click the “x” in the upper right-hand corner of the map or hit the 

View Document Map on the ILS toolbar again.  It toggles the Document Map off and on. 

 

 
 

Reveal Formatting gives you information about font, paragraph, character and section formatting.    You 

can also use it to compare the formatting of selected text with other text in the document or to determine 

whether a style has been applied.   

 

 
 

Every paragraph in an InterActive Legalsuite document has its own unique identifying number called an 

object tag.  The object tag is a “hidden text” object and can only be seen when the Show Formatting 

option is toggled on. If you have a question about a piece of text or if you are doing customization, then 

you will need to locate the object tag to identify the text.  If you do not want the object tag in your 

document, then you can hit the clean object tags button and they will disappear.  This option cannot be 

undone, so please do not remove the object tags until you have reviewed your document and have no 

further questions for ILS personnel. 

 

 
 

It can be helpful to display non-printing characters, such as paragraph symbols ¶, text breaks and 

object tags.  To turn off the show formatting, select the Show Formatting on the ILS toolbar again.  It 

toggles the Show Formatting off and on. 

 

 

HINT:  Remember that a paragraph symbol ¶ contains the formatting codes affecting justification, 

indentation, line spacing, before and after spacing, line and page breaks and automatic numbering, etc.  

Sometimes you can fix a problem by deleting a paragraph symbol or by copying a symbol from a 

correctly formatted paragraph to the end of a paragraph that isn’t formatted the way you want it to be.   
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The “View All Styles” button on the ILS toolbar toggles the Style Pane off and on.  You can use the 

Style pane to view and assign styles.  You can limit the “Styles” list to display only styles in use under 

“Options” and then select “in use” under “Select Styles to Show”.   

 

Styles are groups of formatting codes that can be applied to a text selection, a paragraph or a series of 

paragraphs.  InterActive Legal uses custom styles that control the text in your document.  The ILS Word 

styles are building blocks for other features such as the document map and the table of contents.  ILS 

styles contain outline levels, font and paragraph formatting.  Styles give documents a uniform 

appearance and save time during document editing because you can modify all instances of a style at one 

time.   

 

 
 

The format painter is a Word feature that allows you to copy formatting from one text object to another.  

Insert the cursor into a paragraph that contains the formatting you want to apply.  Click the Format 

Painter and then click on the paragraph you want to change.  The format painter turns off automatically if 

you single click to start the format painter.  If you want to paint several text objects at one time, then 

double click on the format painter and it will retain the copied format until you click format painter again 

to toggle the format painter off. 

 

 
 

If you use a two level paragraph, you will work on a document in which the paragraph heading is in the 

same line as the text of the paragraph (a “run-in” paragraph).  That can cause problems because when 

you apply a heading style, Word doesn’t differentiate between the heading itself (TR_ParaHdr) and the 

text of the paragraph.  It pulls everything—text and all—into the Table of Contents. 

 

In order to prevent that from happening, you can insert a “Style Separator” between the heading and the 

text of the paragraph.  The easiest way to insert a Style Separator is by using the ILS Toolbar, Insert 

Style Separator button.  Note that because the symbol for the Style Separator is inserted as “hidden text,” 

you should turn on Show Formatting before inserting the style separator.   

 

To insert a style separator 

1. Type the heading for the paragraph 

2. Hit Enter 

3. Type the body of the paragraph 

4. Put your cursor on the heading and hit “insert style separator” 

5. Now you can apply styles to the heading the paragraph separately 
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Restyle, Update and Inserts 

 

 
 

 
 

Restyle 2 Level runs an ILS macro that changes the document format for a two level Table of Contents.  It 

inserts a style separator between the heading and the body text and applies the correct ILS styles for a 2 level 

Table of Contents.  The cursor should be at the top of the document when the “Restyle 2 level” macro is run.  

This button must be run before “Add Two Level”.   

 

 
 

This feature will add a two level Table of Contents to the document where the cursor is positioned.  You 

must run “Restyle 2 Level” to prepare the document before you run “Add Two Level”.   

 

 
 

If you have fields in your document such as a table of contents, indices, or references, these may become out-

of-date while editing your document.  When you are ready to distribute a hard copy, in order to keep the field 

values up-to-date, you should select “update fields” and all the field values in the current document will be 

updated.  Please note:  “Show formatting” should be toggled off before selecting “Update Fields.” 

 

 
 

This button will insert a text wrapping break at the point of the cursor.  This is especially useful when 

working with Articles in outline level one.   

 

 
 

Word’s Cross-Reference feature can be useful in formatting legal documents.  Many people use the feature to 

refer back to specific exhibits in a pleading or a contract.  It can be also be useful to refer to a particular 

numbered paragraph.    

 

 
 

When you need to move or copy text but you don’t want to retain its formatting, use Paste as Text.  This 

means the items will be pasted without any formatting whatsoever.  If you “Paste as Text” into an existing 

paragraph, the pasted text will take on the paragraph formatting contained in the ¶ (pilcrow) at the end of the 

paragraph. 


